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ABSTRACT.Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) promises the modularisation of so-called cross-
cutting functionality in large applications. Currently, almost all approaches to AOP provide
means for the description of sequential aspects that are to be applied to a sequential base pro-
gram. A recent approach, Concurrent Event-based AOP (CEAOP), has been introduced, which
models the concurrent application of aspects to concurrentbase programs. CEAOP uses Fi-
nite State Processes (FSP) and their representation as Labeled Transition Systems (LTS) for
modeling aspects, base programs and their concurrent composition, thus enabling the use of
the Labeled Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) for formal property verification. The initial
work on CEAOP does not provide an implementation of its concepts, restricting the study of
concurrent aspects to the study of a model. The contributionof this paper is the provision of
an implementation of CEAOP as a small DSAL (Domain-Specific Aspect Language), Baton,
which is very close to FSP, and can be compiled into Java. As anintermediate layer, we have
developed a Java library which makes it possible to associate a Java implementation to a finite
state process. The compilation process consists of translating both the Baton aspects and the
Java base program into Java finite state processes. This translation relies on Metaborg/SDF to
extend Java with Baton and Reflex to instrument the base program.

RÉSUMÉ.La programmation par aspects (AOP) promet une meilleure modularité des préoccu-
pations fonctionnelles dispersées dans les applications de grande taille. Aujourd’hui, presque
toutes les approches de la programmation par aspects fournissent les moyens nécessaires à la
description d’aspects séquentiels appliqués à des programmes de base qui sont aussi séquen-
tiels. Une approche récente, Concurrent Event-based AOP (CEAOP), permet la modélisation
d’aspects concurrents. CEAOP utilise des notions issues des Finite State Processes(FSP) et
de leur représentation sous la forme de systèmes de transitions étiquetées pour la définition
des aspects et des programmes de base. Il est alors possible d’utiliser l’outil LTSA à des fins
de vérification. Les travaux initiaux sur CEAOP ne fournissent pas d’implémentation de ses
concepts, limitant l’étude des aspects concurrents à une analyse des systèmes de transitions.
Le contribution de ce papier est la production d’une implémentation de CEAOP sous la forme
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d’un langage dédié aux aspects concurrents. Ce langage, appelé Baton, est très proche de FSP,
et peut être compilé en Java en utilisant une bibliothèque Java qui rend possible l’association
d’une implémentation Java à un processus à états finis. La procédure de compilation consiste
à traduire les aspects écrits en Baton et le programme de baseécrit en Java en des processus
à états finis implémentés en Java. Cette traduction est réalisée grâce à l’outil Metaborg/SDF,
qui permet la combinaison de Java et des constructions propres à Baton, et à Reflex, qui réalise
l’instrumentation du programme de base.
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1. Introduction

A recent approach, Concurrent Event-based AOP (CEAOP) [DOU06b, DOU 06a],
has been introduced, which models the concurrent application of aspects to concurrent
base programs. CEAOP uses Finite State Processes (FSP) and their representation as
Labeled Transition Systems (LTS) for modeling aspects, base programs and their con-
current composition. The use of FSP provides a straightforward model for the com-
position of concurrent processes, and enables the use of thetool Labeled Transition
System Analyser (LTSA) [MAG 06] for formal property verification.

CEAOP translates aspects and base program into FSPs by applying proper trans-
formation rules. Those FSPs are composed in terms of FSP composition, which is
customized by the use of high-level operators defined in the model. These operators
introduce more or less synchronization when required. Thisschema is interesting
since it permits aspects to execute their advices (modeled as FSP actions), in coor-
dination with the base program using the CEAOP semantics, without requiring the
need of a different mechanism (aspect-oriented or otherwise) whose only purpose is
to introduce synchronization-related code.

CEAOP has been proposed and developed as a model. Not much hasbeen done in
terms of a concrete implementation. The importance of an implementation is that it
would permit to test and experiment with concrete scenarios, to study the real appli-
cability of the concepts introduced. This paper is a step towards this aim by providing
an implementation of CEAOP as a small Domain-Specific AspectLanguage (DSAL)
named Baton. We consider Baton as a DSAL because it is not a full-fledged Aspect
Language. It concentrates on some issues only of Aspect-Oriented Programming such
as stateful aspects and concurrency. Actually, we believe that, instead of building new
AOP languages from scratch, it would be nice to build them by composing DSALs.

Baton is very close to FSP, and can be compiled into Java. The compilation process
consists of translating both the Baton aspects and the Java base program into Java
finite state processes (Java FSPs). This translation relieson Metaborg/SDF [BRA 05]
to extend Java with Baton, and Reflex [TAN 05] to instrument the base program. The
overall translation scheme of Baton is illustrated in Fig. 1. Baton aspects are translated
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into Java FSPs. They are also modeled as CEAOP aspects, whichcan be translated
into FSPs. Something analogous occurs with the base program. The most important
property of the implementation is that the translation schemes at both levels are the
same and that each individual Java FSP can be modeled as the corresponding FSP, so
that the composition at the implementation level behaves asthe composition of the
models by construction. C E A O P b a s ep r o g r a mB a t o n a s p e c t C E A O Pa s p e c tJ a v a F S P F S P J a v a b a s ep r o g r a mJ a v a F S P F S Pm o d e l e d a st r a n s l a t e d i n t o t r a n s l a t e d i n t o( i n s t r u m e n t e d ) t r a n s l a t e d i n t om o d e l e d a sm o d e l e d a sm o d e l e d a s t r a n s l a t e d i n t o
Figure 1. Overall translation scheme of Baton: aspects and base program.

As an intermediate layer, we have developed a Java library that makes it possible to
compose Java FSPs in terms of FSP composition. Java FSPs, which are active objects,
are coordinated using a centralized monitor.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic ideas behind
CEAOP as a model. Section 3 is a first refinement of this model toward a language
for concurrent aspects. Section 4 introduces Baton, our DSAL implementing CEAOP,
which permits to define aspects that are translated into JavaFSPs behaving as speci-
fied in the model. Section 5 describes how those Java FSPs workat runtime. Section 6
shows how aspects written in Baton as well as the base programwritten in plain Java
are translated to Java FSPs. Section 7 is about related work and Section 8 concludes.

2. CEAOP overview

CEAOP is an approach for AOP that models the concurrent execution of aspects
and the base program computation. CEAOP addresses the threemajor issues con-
cerning the coordination of concurrent aspects: (i) aspects modularize functionalities
that typically modify base executions at a large number of execution points, (ii) mod-
ifications (“advices”) can be divided into pieces that can becoordinated differently
with the base execution, and (iii) multiple advices may apply at an execution point, in
which case different coordination strategies may be applied in the concurrent setting
(in contrast to the standard “advice chaining” strategy used in sequential AOP).

In order to explain CEAOP we use an example [DOU 06a, DOU 06b] inspired by
typical e-commerce applications. Clients connect to a website and mustlogin to
identify themselves, then they maybrowse an on-line catalog. The session ends athekout, that is, as soon as the client has paid. In addition, an administrator of the
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shop canupdate the website at any time by publishing a working version. We model
this using the following sequential FSP:Server = ( login -> InSession | update -> Server ),InSession = ( hekout -> Server | update -> InSession| browse -> InSession ).

A sequential FSP is defined by a series of (sub)process definitions (hereServer
andInSession), whose bodies are in turn defined using (atomic) actions (login,update, hekout, andbrowse), the sequence operator->, the choice operator|,
and the names of the subprocesses being defined, which creates recursive definitions.
The subprocesses directly correspond to significant statesin the LTS associated to the
FSP. We will use the subprocess names to denote these states.

Let us now consider the problem of canceling updates to the client-specific view of
the e-commerce shop during sessions,e.g.,to ensure consistent pricing to the client.
We can define a suitable aspect, which we callConsisteny, to solve this problem.
This aspect can be defined using apseudo-FSP: an FSP in which some actions have
been equipped with expressions of the form> b ps ato denote advices, whereps is
one of the keywordsproeed or skip, andb, a denote sequences ofadvice actions
that are executed respectively before and afterps. At the level of pseudo-FSP, all
the actions, except the advice actions, are interpreted aseventsemitted by the base
program.Consisteny can be defined as follows:Consisteny = ( login -> InSession ),InSession = ( update > skip, log -> InSession| hekout -> Consisteny ).

This aspect initially starts in stateConsisteny and waits for alogin event from
the base program (other events are just ignored). When thelogin event occurs, the
base program resumes by performing thelogin, and the aspect proceeds to stateInSession in which it waits for either anupdate or ahekout event (other events
being ignored). Ifupdate occurs first, the associated adviceskip, log causes the
base program to skip theupdate action and the aspect performs thelog action. Then
the base program resumes and the aspect returns to stateInSession. If hekout oc-
curs first, the aspect returns to stateConsisteny and the base program execution re-
sumes. Sinceupdate events are ignored in stateConsisteny, updates occurring out
of a session are performed, while those occurring within sessions (stateInSession)
are skipped.

Moreover, each time the website is updated (i.e., the administrator publishes an
internal working version), it is desirable that a second aspect rehashes a database of
links before the publication, and backups the database afterward. The second aspect,
calledSafety, can be defined as follows:Safety = ( update > rehash, proeed, bakup -> Safety ).
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Both aspects interact through the eventupdate. Plain EAOP [DOU 02, DOU 04]
can deal with the composition of such aspects, but in a sequential setting. However, the
concurrent execution of the aspects together with the base program may be desirable
(e.g., in the case of the rehashing and backup actions of theSafety aspect, which
are rather time-consuming operations). CEAOP explains thesemantics of weaving
the aspects into the base program in two steps: 1) each aspectand the base program
are translated into FSPs; 2) the concurrent behavior of the aspects applied to the base
program is modeled as the parallel composition of those FSPs.

2.1. Translation

The aim of the translation is to express both the base programand the aspects as
appropriate FSPs. The informal translation of a pseudo-FSPinto an FSP is done in two
steps. First, for each pseudo-FSP subprocess we includewaiting loopson the events
of the pseudo-FSP not included in the subprocess. For instance, the events dealt with
by theConsisteny aspect are {login, update, andhekout}. Therefore, we in-
clude waiting loops on bothupdate andhekout in theConsisteny subprocess
and onlogin in theInSession subprocess. Second, we introduce synchronization
events that are used to coordinate the aspects and the base program. Aspect expres-
sionse > b ps aare translated into(eventB_e -> b -> psB_e -> psE_e -> a ->eventE_e). An evente, which can trigger an advice, is called askippableaction (the
advice may decide to skip the action or not). Each skippable action that still appears in
the pseudo-FSP (e.g.,as a waiting loop) is translated into(eventB_e-> proeedB_e-> proeedE_e-> eventE_e). The following FSP is the result of the translation of
theConsisteny aspect of our example:Consisteny = ( login -> InSession | hekout -> Consisteny| eventB_update -> proeedB_update -> proeedE_update-> eventE_update -> Consisteny ),InSession = ( login -> InSession | hekout -> Consisteny| eventB_update -> skipB_update -> skipE_update -> log-> eventE_update -> InSession ).

In an analogous way, the FSP for the Safety aspect is as follows:Safety = ( eventB_update -> rehash -> proeedB_update-> proeedE_update-> bakup -> eventE_update -> Safety ).
In addition, the base program is directly modeled by an FSP (e.g.,the FSP of the

e-commerce application shown previously). But this is not quite the FSP that we can
use for composition. Indeed, in order to allow control of theskippable actions by the
aspects, this original FSP has to be “instrumented”. This isimplemented by replacing
each sequence expression starting with a skippable actione-> P by the expression:
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2.2. Composition

Once the aspects and the base program have been translated toFSP, their com-
position is based on parallel composition, a form of synchronized product, where in-
teractions are modeled by shared actions. When an action is shared among several
processes, the shared action must be executed at the same time by these processes.
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the output of the parallel composition of theConsistency
aspect and the base program. The left-hand side cycle performsupdates outside of
sessions. The right-hand side cycle skipsupdate commands during sessions and does
some logging. The middle cycle starts and ends sessions.
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where:
eb = eventB_update
ee = eventE_update
pb = proceedB_update
pe = proceedE_update
sb = skipB_update
se = skipE_update

Figure 2. Woven example

Composition operators can be designed to compose the aspects in different ways.
For instance, let us consider theParAnd operator. The semantics of this binary op-
erator is the following. When two advices can be applied at the same joinpoint,
their before action sequences are executed in parallel, butthere is a rendez-vous onproeed andskip. If both of them wish to proceed, they will proceed in paral-
lel. If (at least) one of them wishes to skip, both will skip inparallel. In our ex-
ample,ParAnd(Consisteny,Safety) composes both advices during sessions to
get, using informal syntax,bakup skip (log ‖ rehash), which ensures that all
database management actions are performed, if reasonable,in parallel. This composi-
tion is modeled in FSP by renaming some synchronization events in the aspect defini-
tions and by defining a processParAnd that dynamically renamesskip andproeed
messages. Both aspects share the eventseventB_e andeventE_e so that the begin-
ning and the end of advices are synchronized. Before (and after) skip or proeed,
advices of the aspects are executed in parallel. The woven program is represented by
the automaton of Fig. 3.

It makes clear that the advices are executed concurrently: both sequenceslog→bakup andbakup→log are valid. Furthermore, the user can still browse
in parallel with the advice. More concurrency can be introduced by hiding the eventeventE_ebefore the parallel composition.
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Figure 3. Woven program usingParAnd (unlabeled loops arebrowse events)

Other operators can be defined similarly. For instance, the advices composed withParOr proceed when at least one of them proceeds.

This concludes our presentation of the CEAOP model. More details are available
in [DOU 06b, DOU 06a], using instead of pseudo-FSP an equivalent but different way
of expressing aspects. We have chosen here a syntax close to FSP in order to simplify
the presentation. The following section introduces Baton,our implementation of this
model.

3. Toward a language for concurrent aspects

At the model level, pseudo-FSP syntax provides a good language for modeling
concurrent aspects on top of CEAOP. Aspects can be written using a syntax very
close to FSP that makes it easy to understand the underlying concepts. However, this
syntax lacks expressiveness. For instance, information captured on events cannot be
passed to advices. We improve the expressiveness of pseudo-FSP syntax by allowing
subprocesses and actions to declare parameters. The use of parameters permits to
model more realistic applications where actions may interchange information. As an
illustration, the code below is a version of the pseudo-FSP of theConsistenyaspect
that uses parameters:Consisteny = ( login(lient) -> InSession(lient)),InSession(lient) = ( update(admin) > skip, log(lient,admin)-> InSession(lient)| hekout(lient) -> Consisteny).

In this example, theConsisteny aspect uses the variableslient andadmin,
which represent a client that logs in and an administrator doing an update, respectively.
Parameters of events represent information that is bound orinput, whereas parameters
of advice actions represent information that has been previously bound and that is now
output.
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Parameters are not relevant for modeling concurrency. However, we use the pa-
rameters to define the information passing policy when coordinating shared actions:
1) The parameters of a skippable actione of a pseudo-FSP are associated to the re-
spective synchronization eventseventB_eof the corresponding aspect FSP and base
program FSP. The event is classified as a receiving action forthe aspect and as a send-
ing action for the base program. 2) The parameters associated to the non-skippable
actions of a pseudo-FSP are associated to the respective actions of the corresponding
aspect FSP and base program FSP. These actions are classifiedas receiving actions for
the aspect and as sending actions for the base program. 3) Theparameters associated
to advice actions of a pseudo-FSP are associated to the respective actions of the cor-
responding aspect FSP, which are classified as sending actions. 4) In the coordination
of a shared action, the sending instance of the shared actionprovides the receiving
instances with values for the associated parameters.

Adding parameters and the notion of sending and receiving actions makes the
model syntactically closer to the implementation without changing its semantics, ex-
cept that we only consider models with a single sending action instance per shared
action. In particular, the semantics of the composition is not changed even if it can
now be interpreted as resulting in parameter passing. In thefollowing section we
present our DSAL, which uses the pseudo-FSP syntax with parameters presented in
this section.

4. Baton

Baton is a small DSAL that provides us with a first implementation of CEAOP.
The architecture of a program written using Baton is based onthree concepts:as-
pects, connectors, andbase objects(see Fig. 4). Aspects and base objects are consid-
ered to becomponents, whose behavior is described through finite state processes. By
components, we mean that the corresponding Baton and Java classes can be compiled
independently and reused as black boxes. Using these components consists of first
instantiating them and second connecting them throughconnectors. Aspects and con-
nectors are defined using the syntax provided by Baton. The base program is defined
in plain Java (source code or bytecode), more specifically asactive objects.C o n s i s t e n c ya s p e c t A d m i nc o n n e c t o rS a f e t y a s p e c t C l i e n tc o n n e c t o r A d m i n b a s eo b j e c tC l i e n t b a s eo b j e c tu p d a t e e x e c ( * A d m i n . u p d a t e ( ) )e x e c ( * C l i e n t . c h e c k o u t ( ) )e x e c ( * C l i e n t . l o g i n ( ) )c h e c k o u tl o g i n
Figure 4. Architecture of the e-commerce application written in Baton. Admin and
Client are the classes representing the client and the administrator, respectively.
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The behavior of an aspect is described in pseudo-FSP (see Section 3), using a Java-
like syntax. On top of its behavior, an aspect may also include method definitions, used
to locally define actions, as well as instance variables. Forinstance, theConsisteny
aspect can be written using a local definition of the actionlog as follows:aspet Consisteny {publi void log() {System.out.println("Update skipped.");}behaviour {Server = ( login -> InSession ),InSession = ( update > skip,log -> InSession | hekout -> Server ).}}

In the code above the action labellog denotes the execution of the methodlog,
which just writes the message “Update skipped” after skipping the actionupdate.
Baton allows us to improve this aspect by using parameters. TheConsistenyaspect
of the code below improves the message displayed by the method log by receiving
both the client and the administrator involved in the skipped update action.aspet Consisteny {publi void log(Client lient, Admin admin) {System.out.println(admin + " skipped:" + lient + " is onneted.");}behaviour {Server = ( login(Client lient) -> InSession(lient) ),InSession(lient) =( update(Admin admin) > skip, log(lient,admin)-> InSession(lient)| hekout(lient) -> Server ).}}

Aspects defined using the Baton syntax areprimitive aspects. More complex as-
pects can be defined by composing them using built-in operators (e.g.,ParAnd andFun), resulting incomposite aspects.

The base program consists of one or morebase objects. These objects areactive,
i.e., they are equipped with their own thread. The base objects canalso be composed
together via connectors to build up the base program. At the model level, each base
program object is abstracted into an FSP. At the implementation level, we do not need
the full FSPs in order to connect the base objects. We just need to know which are their
shared actions in order to instrument them, using at the implementation level the ideas
described at the model level. These shared actions are expressed as AspectJ pointcuts
and are associated a possibly parameterized label in connectors. For instance, the code
below:



10 JFDLPA 2007.onnetor ClientConnetor{onnet login : exeution(* Client.login(..));onnet hekout : exeution(* Client.hekout(..));}
A structure, namelymain, represents a main program. It permits to instantiate

several aspects, compose the aspects using operators, instantiate several base objects,
and connect these objects with the aspects. For example, thecode below composes
an instance ofConsisteny and an instance ofSafety using theParAnd operator.
Afterwards, the instructionBaton.onnet makes a first connection between the
composite aspect to an object representing a client and a second connection to an
object representing an administrator.main Eommere{Aspet aspet = new ParAnd(new Consisteny(), new Safety());Client lient = new Client();Admin admin = new Admin();Connetor lientCon = new ClientConnetor();Connetor adminCon = new AdminConnetor();Baton.onnet(aspet,lientCon,lient);Baton.onnet(aspet,adminCon,admin);Baton.start();}

The compilation of the base objects and the aspects into JavaFSPs, as well as
their composition is explained in Section 6. But let us see first how Java FSPs work at
runtime so that their composition produces a program whose model is the composition
of their models.

5. A Java library for FSP composition

This section presents our Java implementation of finite state processes. We mainly
discuss how Java finite state processes work and interact at runtime. We work with
the graphical form of an FSP,i.e., its associated LTS, whose correspondence with FSP
is described in [MAG 06]. Section 5.1 explains the principles behind the composition
of finite state processes. Section 5.2 describes the implementation of these processes
and their coordination in Java. Section 5.3 studies the semantics of the coordination
in Java.

5.1. Principles of LTS composition using a centralized monitor

LTS composition defines a single LTS describing the composition of several LTSs.
This single LTS is used to coordinate the processes implementing the composed LTSs.
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In a scheme without any coordination, each single process runs on its own, following
its LTS description and taking its own decisions. The LTS describing the composition
coordinates the single processes, by telling them which transitions to follow at each
instant.

The semantics of LTS composition is presented in [MAG 06]. Wecan explain the
same ideas in a way more useful for the purposes of this paper.Let us considern LTSs
Li (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n), with their shared alphabetsαLi and their sets of transitions∆i.
A statesc of the composition corresponds to a state tuple(s1, s2, ..., sn), wheresi

is a state ofLi. The transition((s1, s2, ..., sn), aj , (s
′

1
, s′

2
, ..., s′n)) is a transition in

the composition, if∀Li such thataj ∈ αLi, (si, aj , s
′

i) ∈ ∆i. Then,∀i such that
aj /∈ αLi, s′i = si. The first state of the composition corresponds to the state tuple
(s0

1
, s0

2
, ..., s0

n), wheres0

i corresponds to the initial state ofLi. In other words, in a
state(s1, s2, ..., sn) of the composition,aj corresponds to a transition if∀Li such that
aj ∈ αLi, aj is a transition in the statesi. Then the semantics of the composition tells
us that all these LTSs transit together throughaj .

In order to coordinate several processes in terms of LTS composition, we have
designated a central entity, namely themonitor. It has the global view of the execution
of the processes so that it conducts their coordination. Since each process cannot take
the decision about which transition to follow at the right time on its own, the decision
is taken by the monitor, based on the information obtained from the other processes.
We can define the monitor as follows. Let us considern processesPi (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
behaving as their respective LTSsLi, andm shared actionsaj (with 1 ≤ j ≤ m). At
a given instant, we say thatPi is in statesw

i if it is waiting to pass to a next state
and its LTSLi is in a statesi, or it is in statesb

i if it is busyand its LTSLi is in a
statesi. We definebj a bound indicating the amount ofi such thataj ∈ αLi, andcj

a counter indicating the amount ofi such thataj is a transition fromsi andPi is in
statesw

i . At each instant,cj tells us the number of processes waiting to pass to a next
state (possibly) using the actionaj . The monitor is an entity in charge of checking at
each instant for all the actionsaj whethercj = bj . When in an arbitrary instant, for
an actionak, ck = bk, then the actionak may be chosen as the action to proceed. If
ak is chosen, then∀i, such thatak ∈ αLi, Pi may transit to a next state usingak.
Moreover, all thePi must transit together.

The election of an actionaj such thatcj = bj in a certain instant is correct with
respect to LTS composition because in the respective state(s1, s2, ..., sn) of the LTS
composition, the transitionaj effectively corresponds to a transition in the composi-
tion. This is because∀i such thataj ∈ αLi, its processPi is waiting to pass to the
next state usingaj , and thereforeaj is a transition in the statesi of Li.

Figure 5 shows an example of the synchronization scheme. There are three LTSs
P1, P2 andP3 with the alphabetsαP1 = {a1, a2}, αP2 = {a2, a3} andαP3 = {a2}.
At a certain instant,P1 and P3 are waiting to pass to a next state, whereasP2 is
still busy. The monitor keeps the counters updated and checks that the actiona1 has
reached its bound.
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Figure 5. Example of synchronization.

5.2. Implementation of the LTSs and the monitor

The process that follows a given LTS is implemented as an object of the abstract
classLTS. This object is supposed to be an active object mapping its current state to
the state of its LTS and moving along its transitions. Furthermore, it provides the
functionality to be coordinated with the rest of the system.

The monitor is designed as an object that keeps the variablescj andbj described
before, and that is able to choose the actions followed by each process in the compo-
sition. It keeps watch over the execution of the processes and indicates the transition
to follow at the right instant to the waiting processes. In order to calculate the bounds
of each action, the initialization of the monitor requires the complete alphabet of each
LTS participating in the composition.

The mechanism of synchronization can be explained as follows. When a process
is in some state, ready to pass to a next one, it notifies the different actions available
in the current state of its LTS to the monitor and waits for a decision. The monitor
increments the counterscj associated to the actions passed by the process, and checks
whether some action has reached its boundbj. If no action has reached its bound,
it does nothing. Otherwise, if an action reaches its bound, the monitor chooses the
action to proceed with. Then, it wakes up and notifies the decision to all the processes
having the chosen action in their LTS alphabets. When it notifies the decision to a
process, it also decrements the counters of the actions not chosen that were previously
notified by the process. When the processes wake up and receive the decision, they
transit to the next state. Then, some extra synchronizationis necessary to ensure that
these LTSs transit together.

5.3. Semantics of the coordination

Suppose the monitor has chosen an actiona, and the processesP1, P2,...,Pm are
ready to pass to their next states using this action. The LTS semantics says that the
actiona has to be executed at the same time by all these LTSs. In order to give a
general meaning to this definition, the actiona can be refined into thesubactionsa1,
a2,...,am, whereai corresponds to the actiona in Pi. The execution (or interpretation)
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of the actiona corresponds to the execution (or interpretation) of each sub-actionai

by the processPi. The actiona is executed at the same time by allPi if their sub-
actionsai are executed together,i.e.,any possible interleavingb1 → b2 → ... → bm

is allowed such that∀ bi ∃ ai such thatbi = ai (no action is executed in the middle
of two subactions). Asynchronization on the entryof a makes allPi meet at the same
point. From this point they begin the execution of their subactionsai, generating
some interleaving. Asynchronization on the exitimposes that all processes meet at
the end of the execution of their subactions. This impedes that somePi executes
some other actionc (such that∀ ai, ai 6= ci) when it has finished the execution of
its subaction but some process has not already finished. In this way, an interleaving
b1 → b2 → ... → c → ... → bm is avoided.

The synchronization on entry is implemented as the notification that each process
does when it is ready to pass to a next state. Then, each process passes to the monitor
the different actions that it could follow. In an ideal scenario, if the next action to be
chosen is known a priori, all the processes having this action in their alphabets should
wait in a commonwaiting set. However, the action to be chosen is not known a priori,
so it is not possible to group the processes by any criterion.As a result, we chose to
make the processes wait in their own waiting set. Afterwards, the monitor has to wake
up these processes one by one. Finally, the synchronizationon exit is implemented as
a notification to the monitor that every process has to perform after a shared action.
Following this notification, the process waits in a common waiting set until the last
process exits, which can be detected thanks to the notifications.

6. Aspect compilation and base instrumentation

This section describes the Java finite state processes library, which implements
finite state processes and their coordination in terms of FSPcomposition.

Java FSPs define an abstract class, namelyLTS, representing an LTS process. AnLTS object is an active object executing LTS actions and switching from one LTS
state to the other. This object is equipped with the mechanisms previously described,
so that it can be properly coordinated with otherLTS objects. An aspect is imple-
mented as an instance of the classInterpretedLTS, which is a subclass ofLTS. AnInterpretedLTS object is equipped with the definition of the LTS that describes the
aspect behavior. This object interprets each transition label as the execution of an
instance method named with the same label. In order for a baseprogram object to
behave as an LTS, we instrument the code of the object. The methods of interest are
intercepted, so that their execution is delegated to an instance of anObservedLTS
class. This class is another specialization ofLTS that represents a slice of the process
of a base program object. The instrumentation is done using Reflex [TAN 05].

Operators are defined by implementing the interfaceOperator. Our library pro-
vides an implementation of some basic operators such asParAnd andFun. These
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operators work by relabeling the respectiveInterpretedLTSs and by possibly creat-
ing otherLTS objects.

Baton syntax is translated into Java code in a process ofassimilationusing the
tool Metaborg/SDF [BRA 05]. The assimilation consists of the following steps: (1)
The assimilation of a Baton aspect generates a subclass ofInterpretedLTSwith the
LTS describing the aspect behavior and with the instance variables and Java methods
defined in the Baton aspect. (2) The assimilation of a Baton connector generates
a Java class providing a method to obtain part of the Reflex configuration used for
instrumenting the base program. (3) The assimilation of a Baton main permits to
obtain the final Java FSPs. The instantiation of a Baton aspect, a Baton connector
and an operator are translated into the instantiation of therespective classes, which
were generated in the previous steps (except the class of theconnector that is a built-
in class). The connection between a Baton aspect and a base object using a Baton
connector creates an instance ofObservedLTS for the base objects and generates the
Reflex configuration that carries out a connection between the base object and theObservedLTS object. Finally, the execution of the resultingLTS objects starts the
FSP coordination at runtime explained in the previous section.

7. Related Work

EAOP is a general framework for AOP, in which aspects are defined in terms of
eventsemitted during program execution andcrosscutsrelate sequences of events. Its
formal model [DOU 02, DOU 04] introducesstateful aspectsand makes it possible
to automatically deduce possible malicious interactions between aspects. CEAOP is
a stateful aspect model that extends EAOP in the concurrent case. Therefore, Baton
behaves, in the sequential case, as the EAOP prototypes. JAsCo [SUV 03, VAN 05] is
an implementations of EAOP. It introduces the concepts ofaspect beans, which define
reusable abstract aspects, andconnectors, which makes it possible to dynamically
deploy aspect beans in the context of concrete components. Baton is based on the same
basic notions of aspects and connectors. It does not providedynamic deployment but
unlike JasCo provides explicit support for concurrency.

In the area of Component-Oriented Programming, SYNTHESIS [TIV 06] intro-
duces a tool for the automatic correct assembly of components. Components, defining
their individual behaviors through an LTS, are correctly connected together in order to
avoid deadlocks. The assembly is performed by a central adapter which acts as glue
code between the components. The implementation of Baton isrelated to this schema.
Aspects and base program objects in Baton are designed as components using LTSs
to define their behavior. We also detected the necessity of a central entity. How-
ever, SYNTHESIS considers the case of one-to-one connections between clients and
servers, whereas in our case several aspects can be coordinated with a base program
object through a shared action.
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ProActive [BAD 06] implements in Java a parallel and distributed conceptual pro-
gramming model for the GRID. The basic model of ProActive deals with active ob-
jects. Each active object has its own thread of control and isgranted the ability to
decide in which order to serve the incoming method calls thatare automatically stored
in a queue of pending requests. Method calls sent to active objects are asynchronous
with transparent future objects and synchronization is handled by a mechanism known
as wait-by-necessity. We considered using ProActive to implement Baton. Unfor-
tunately, ProActive does not provide a mechanism to synchronize active objects on
common actions, which is the main requirement of Baton. The nearest feature of
ProActive isgroup communications[BAD 02], which allows several active objects to
serve a request in parallel.

8. Conclusions

This paper has presented a preliminary implementation of CEAOP as a small
DSAL, Baton. This experiment is a first step towards a concrete language that would
permit to test and experiment with concrete scenarios, and to study the real appli-
cability of the concepts introduced by CEAOP. This implementation is based on an
implementation-level version of Finite State Processes: active objects coordinated by
a centralized monitor.

This direct mapping between FSPs at the model level and Java FSPs at the im-
plementation level has a number of advantages. In particular, it makes it easier to
guarantee the correctness of the implementation. It also makes it possible to pro-
vide a quite expressive language with a form of group communication. It is however
bound not to be satisfactory when considering distributed systems, which we contem-
plate as future work. One possibility may be to distribute the monitor along the lines
of [AUT 06], possibly restricting action sharing to binary sharing (that is, one sender,
one receiver). In order to deal with more realistic applications, we also need to im-
prove the advice language, in particular by allowing to conditionally decide whether
a base action should be skipped or not.

Finally, we are interested in investigating a stronger integration between aspect-
oriented and component-oriented programming as it seems that CEAOP makes this
integration quite natural.
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